
The Art of the Note 
 

 
by Barry Green 

 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart has been quoted as saying, “The music is not just in the notes, but 

in the silence between.” Here’s the full quote in its original, as it was attributed to Mozart by 
several sources—unfortunately, none of them by giving an exact source: “Stille ist sehr wichtig. 
Die Stille zwischen den Noten ist genauso wichtig wie die Noten selbst.” Translation: “Silence is 
very important. The silence between the notes is as important as the notes themselves.” 

I believe what is meant by this quote is that the silence is the time when the brain can process 
and react to the relationship of notes to themselves—the intervals, harmonies, and rhythms—and 
the associated cultural and emotional reactions. That processing does indeed take place after one 
has heard and comprehended these notes. 

An additional interpretation of the silence between the notes is manifested in the classic yin-
yang symbol that implies positive and negative space. 
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Figure 1. 
 

One can look at the dark space, the light space, or the circles within them. The space around 
the dark or light areas highlight the opposite images. Similarly, the silence around musical notes 
are akin to these spaces and give shape and meaning to the content of the sound of every note. 
Without these spaces, we hear nothing: either all white or all black, and that isn’t as meaningful in 
music. 

I also believe there can be much music, artistry, feeling and expression within the notes. Herbie 
Hancock is quoted as saying, “The value of music is to be able to play one note at the right time 
in the right way.” 

Specifically, on a string instrument, I’d like to invite you to join me in a literal journey inside 
the actual notes we perform that are indeed surrounded by nonresonating spaces. I’m referring to 
not only one note with one bow but including a short musical phrase that can also be played with 
just one bow direction. Here are examples of both: 

 

 
Figure 2. One note. 

 
 

Figure 3. A short series of notes slurred on one bow. 
 

Having taught double bass and coached many musicians for over fifty years, I have found that 
a younger student’s primary focus is devoted to reading music off of a score. This involves playing 
notes and rhythms and focusing on fingerings, strings, articulations, and bowings. The student’s 
intention is centered at the beginning of every note. I believe we could be neglecting the fact that 
the beauty of the music is within every note. That includes not only the beginning but the middle 
and end of every note. 

As string players, increasing our awareness of what goes on after we articulate any sound with 
our bows or fingers could open a new world of sound, attention and intention for us as artists. 

My interest in this has peaked through my research and development in a program called 
Stringersize. It’s an online program to teach not only string techniques but musicianship, feelings, 
movement, breathing, and the use of the musician’s inner voice. This has expanded my awareness 
to the many multitasking challenges string players face when looking at a page of music while 
attempting to perform as an expressive artist! I have found transformational changes in 
performance when musicians embrace their breath and inner voice as the primary influence on 
their outer playing of any instrument. 

String players have an advantage in that they can also breathe and sing either silently or audibly 
while they play their instruments. We have heard the expressions, “If you can’t sing it, you can’t 
play it” or “Sing what you play and play what you sing.” I have noticed a profound shift of any 
string player’s performance when they get in touch with their ability to lead the sound of their 
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external instrument with a strong inner voice. In other words, when the voice in their head is 
slightly louder than their playing, amplified by their breathing with the phrase and/or singing along 
either silently or audibly, their instrument plays in the shadow of their inner voice. The music is 
influenced and transformed because it has an audible model to play in its shadow at every moment. 
Wow! This is so powerful when the body can respond to this direction without conscious 
manipulation. 

These coaching experiences have inspired me to further explore the relationship of a string 
player to a note or phrase. There is a similarity to how a singer expresses words in song is in 
relationship to how they use their voice. 

Singers spend a lot of time mastering vocal technique, enunciation, diction, and tone quality.  
String players spend a lot of time mastering articulations, technique, and accuracy.  
A singer creates sound by spinning air through them vocal mechanism. This air flow allows 

the vocal cords to vibrate. A string player creates sound by articulating it through their bow (or 
fingers in pizzicato technique) to vibrate a string. Each note or short phrase on one bow has a 
beginning, middle, and ending. 

1. For the singer, the beginning of a sound is called the onset. For the string player, the 
beginning of a sound is called an articulation, such as staccato, legato, sforzando, etc. 

2. The singer singes on a vowel. With these vowels, the singer moves breath through the 
vocal cavity as it changes shape and thus changes the quality of the tone. Consonants 
can change the shape of the vocal tract as well, and certain consonants allow for a 
sustained vocal sound. [m], [n], [l] etc.	The string player, the middle of the note consists 
of the tone, timbre, or character. This is expressed with the placement of their bow in 
relationship to the bridge or fingerboard and the bow speed. 

3. For the singer, the end of a note or word may or may not include an additional 
articulation or consonant that follows a vowel and it is called the offset or non-glottal 
‘release’.  For the string player, the end of a note often receives less attention because 
a string can vibrate longer than the air supply for a singer. 

Let’s imagine singing the word love. The beginning l is a consonant; the middle o is a vowel; 
and the ending v is also a consonant. Great diction in singing is critical to hearing words. 

Let’s go back to the string player. Compared to a singer, it’s more common for a string player 
to focus on the beginning of all the notes they play, especially because it requires so many 
techniques such as pitch, rhythm, fingering, bowing, string, position, dynamic, and precise 
articulation. Wow! Our string pedagogy does a great job of training us to create all these actions 
for just one note! No wonder that, after completing these initial multiple tasks, a string player 
should take a break and be finished! Sorry… not so! 

When we hear an amazing artistic performance of a singer or string player, we are often 
overwhelmed by the clarity of their notes, the beauty and musicality of their tone, and 
effortlessness of their pristine phrasing. When I am touched by this kind of artistry, I have 
compared what I have experienced in sound to the beauty of a string of pearls. Hmm. This brings 
me to another realization. 
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Figure 4. A string of pearls. 

 

 
Figure 5. A pearl in an oyster shell. 

 
Have you ever wondered how long it takes to make a pearl in an oyster shell?  Well, it actually 

takes years! 
As a string player, have you ever asked yourself when trying to master a difficult passage of 

sixteenth notes, “How can I make these notes sound so beautiful?” Have you ever asked yourself: 
“How much time have I actually spent practicing each and every fast sixteenth note?” And I’m 
referring to not just the beginning, but the middle and the end of these notes as well. 

Many string colleagues admit they spend less time practicing the internal sound quality of 
sixteenth notes or the ends of these same fast notes. Remember the beauty of one pearl and its 
exquisite, beautifully formed shapes? I would suggest that this could be a real key to unlocking 
the artistic expressiveness in playing. 

Let’s explore how we can precisely control the shape and sound of all three parts of every note 
or phrase on a string instrument. I have mentioned the complex pedagogy that is already devoted 
to the beginnings of notes (i.e., the articulations, legato or accented beginnings). Let us take a 
deeper look into the middle and ends of the notes. 

 
MIDDLE OF THE NOTES: THE CORE! 

While there are many similarities of string playing to singing, there are many differences as 
well. In fact, it might be helpful to understand how singers control the middle or sustaining quality 
of their notes with their breath. This can highlight how we understand what happens to a string 
note after its beginning articulation. 

Singers require air to sustain the middle of their notes. 
A string instrument resonates if it is plucked (played pizzicato) by the finger. It will ring for a 

certain amount of time and gradually decay. The lower the pitch and bigger the instrument usually 
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results in a longer ring or decay. But when we put a bow on the string, it can sustain the length of 
a note before it begins its natural decay. 

 
 

Figure 6. A pizzicato string note decay. 

 
 

Figure 7. A bowed string note extended with the bow plus the decay. 
 
Of particular interest is how string players manage the middle, or the body of the note. This 

includes the character, or timbre of the sound and the volume with their bows. 
It is also important to understand the difference between volume and timbre. Volume is 

measured by amplitude: louder or softer. Timbre is measured by the presence of overtones. They 
are like the tone controls on a music system. We can adjust the treble, midrange, or bass overtones 
by increasing or decreasing those dials. 

Rather than discussing the control of a string player’s volume, which on an amplifier is a 
separate control knob, I’d like to restrict our discussion to the quality of timbre, or the middle of a 
note. 

The middle of the note is where string players can control the timbre of the sound by using 
different “lanes” of where they place their bow in relationship to the distance to the bridge or 
proximity to the fingerboard. In string pedagogy, it’s common to divide this bow placement into 
five lanes. The closer the bow is to the bridge, the more overtones and the brighter or clearer the 
sound becomes. The playing near or over the fingerboard produces less overtones and sounds less 
edgy, more suspended, or more distant. 
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Figure 8. Bow-placement lanes for strings between the fingerboard and bridge. 

 
While vowels make up the middle of a singer’s notes, the timbre of their sound also includes 

other techniques, such as the amount of air they use and how it is supported. Primary resonance 
occurs in the pharynx. Singers may feel secondary resonance in the chest, but it isn’t a proper 
resonation chamber. The shape and size of their vocal folds plays a part in this, but so does the 
measurements of their mouth, throat and nasal cavities. These are the body’s natural resonators, 
meaning they can help enhance the tone and intensity of the voice. They also can control whether 
a tone is brighter or warmer.  Back to string players now. The various lanes of bow placement 
coupled with an appropriate bow speed that doesn’t scratch or suffocate the sound primarily 
contribute to the vocabulary of the middle of a note (i.e., its timbre). 

The following musical examples from string repertoire illustrate these various bowing lanes 
from the fingerboard area to close to the bridge. These lanes, combined with bow speed, become 
the artist’s palate used to paint the character of sound with the middle of each note. 

The music in Figure 9 is appropriate to play over or near the fingerboard for a more mellow 
sound with less overtones. 

 

 
Figure 9. Åses død (death) from Edvard Grieg’s Peer Gynt, Op. 23: 

Near fingerboard, misty, sad. 
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Figure 10 is an example of music that is appropriate to play midway between the fingerboard 
and the bridge for a sound that is more focused and powerful. 

 

 
Figure 10. Elegy, Op. 24 by Gabriel Fauré: 
Middle distance, strong expressive feeling. 

 
Figure 11 shows music that is appropriate to play closer to the bridge for a sound that has more 

brilliant overtones and is more intense. 
 

 
Figure 11. Tchaikovsky's Serenade for Strings in C major, Op. 48: 

Close to the bridge, fortissimo, powerful, and intense.



THE ENDS OF NOTES: MANAGING THE DECAY 
Since strings can vibrate for a long time, I feel the ending vibration of every note or series of 

notes on one bow can have a great influence on the musicality of the sound. There are three 
common ways string players end a note. There is a lot of great music that is written for these 
different styles of note endings. A mature musician will use great attention and discretion in 
choosing the note ending that is most appropriate and musical for each note or phrase. 

The first style includes absolutely no decay to the end of notes between bow changes. 

 
 

Figure 12. Legato bows: no decay of note endings. 
 
Music appropriate to this continuous legato style might be the sustaining interlude music of 

the Promenades in Pictures at an Exhibition by Modest Mussorgsky seen in Figure 13. 
 

 
Figure 13. Promenade I from Pictures at an Exhibition. 

 
The second common style features an abrupt stop to the note, usually created by either mashing 

the bow on the string or dampening the string with the left hand. This produces a rather mechanical, 
animated, or march-like sound. 

 

 
Figure 14. Staccato or martele: abrupt note ending with bow pressure. 

 
Perhaps you will recognize this style in the motif from a famous movie about wars in outer 

space seen in Figure 15? 
 

 
Figure 15. 

 
The third style involves a natural decay of the note. In this case, the bow actually allows the 

string to decay between notes while still bowing in the same direction. It is called portamento or 
portato and is illustrated in Figures 16 and 17. 
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Figure 16. 
 

 
Figure 17. 

 
The beauty of this type of bowing is that it approximates the sound of the voice or syllables on 

a string instrument. Figure 18 shows a famous melody by Alexander Borodin. It’s taken from the 
third movement of his String Quartet No. 2, titled “Notturno.” This melody is also used in a popular 
song in the theater production of Kiss Me Kate with words added to the melody. 

This first instrumental version is played without any attention to the note endings. 
 

 
Figure 18. 

 
In Figure 19, the string player mimics the voice and plays with the portato style of bowing, 

allowing for a decay after each note within the slur. This will create a sound as if there were words 
sung with subtle articulations to each individual note. 

 
 

Figure 19. 
 
I stress that these various note endings shouldn’t be judged as either good or bad. I believe that 

if we can increase our awareness and attention to the endings of our notes, it will have a profound 
relationship to the musicality of our performances. 

In string as well as vocal music, we have all kinds of note endings that make words and notes 
come alive. Especially with singers, it’s so satisfying to hear the clear enunciation of words with 
an ease of articulations and consonants. 
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The vocal articulations of King George III in the Broadway show Hamilton, sung by Jonathan 

Groff, is a great example of amazing enunciation. And listening to a hip-hop star like Common 
illustrates how a clarity of diction when speaking or singing in English. This can bring meaning 
and feeling to the beginning, middle, and end of every word. 

When a string player uses the bow to sustain notes without allowing any decay of the sound, 
notes will merge together, even with separate bow changes. This can result in a bland string of 
notes with no identity, shape, meaning, feeling, or character. When notes are played with abrupt 
endings by stopping the vibration, it should be for a specific musical purpose. 

Since string notes resonate long after they are played, the player must choose how to end each 
note within that decay. It can be done by dampening the strings with either the left hand or the hair 
of the bow. A note can be dampened by lifting the finger off the fingerboard. It can also be 
dampened by beginning the next note in a musical passage or phrase. 

I have noticed there is a relationship between our awareness of note endings and the highest 
levels of musical artistry. I suggest that a mature artist will treats note endings with the same 
polished artistry as the shape of a pearl on a necklace. 

 
EVERY NOTE CAN HAVE BALANCE, VARIETY, FEELING, AND LIFE 

When I hear a great singer, I want to feel something. I want to be transported into another 
world and taken on a journey. I want to experience the complete range of feelings, from sadness, 
anxiety, and grief to power, beauty, joy, compassion, and love. If musicians can embrace the 
“singer within,” then their external voice can express itself through any instrument—especially 
violin, viola, cello, or bass! Our music will come alive through the beginning, middle and end of 
every note. 

We began our journey comparing the Art of a Note to the creation of a pearl. Beginning as a 
stone in an oyster shell, our mature pearls represent- the discipline, growth, and perfection that can 
be found in one musical note. Notice the diverse and colorful collection of flowers in Figure 20. 
These beautiful blooms are also separated by spaces, greens and are highlighted with baby’s -
breath. They remind me of how a musical note can also be highlighted when it is surrounded by 
open spaces, contrast, texture and color.  

Music is like nature and life. When it comes alive in song or sound, it reflects a balance of 
shapes with endless varieties. But like any note, the pearl and the flower both grow from a single 
seed. The Art of the Note is the seed that grows and lives from its beginning, is nurtured through 
our breath, our bows, our instruments and our technical mastery. The end result is a pearl like 
bouquet of musical artistry. Let every note grow, inspire, resonate and live with our mastery and 
love. 
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Figure 20 
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